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Model Joint Procedure Order (Commercial and Accounts) 

I. Background and Procedure: 

1.1 Zonal Railways shall process the application for Freight Advance Scheme and enter into 
agreement with eligible customers. PCCM and PFA shall nominate nodal officers for 
implementation of Freight Advance Scheme as per policy. 

1.2 The customer shall pay (Name) Railways a freight advance inclusive of GST [break-up of 
advance towards Freight charges and GST (which shall be dependent on 0-D points) thereon 
may be specified], towards payment of transport of specified commodities for the financial year 
20_-_, as per policy. 

1.3 Nodal officer of Commercial department (specify designation) shall seek required details from 
concerned Accounts officer (specify designation), and further advise the customer of particulars 
of amount with GST break up, authority in whose favour cheque is to be issued or RTGS details 
etc. 

1.4 Railway shall debit the freight charge as per actuals @ base freight charges and class as 
applicable on date of commencement of th is agreement, i.e. only the base freight rate and class 
of the commodity for the customer shall remain fixed at the level prevalent on the date of 
commencement of agreement till such time that advance mode of payment is in operation or till 
date 3151 March' 20_ or till termination of agreement, whichever is earlier; after which the 
charges as per the published freight tariff will be applicable. Other charges like Busy Season 
surcharge, Development Surcharge, any discounts or concessions shall continue to apply as per 
concerned specific policies/circulars. 

1.5 Indents shall be registered (including online indents) under this scheme and thus avail priority in 
allocation as per terms & conditions, subject to number of indents as decided/updated by Zonal 
Railways as the ceiling limit. The indents registered earlier than commencement of agreement or 
registered subsequent to termination of this agreement will be treated as per usual rules of 
allotment; i.e. priority in allocation will not be applicable. The freight for rakes supplied against 
indents not covered under this agreement will not be accepted against the advance amount 

1.6 In case the customer/applicant is under an existing Long Term Tariff Contract, the applicability 
of revised freight rates and class shall be as per terms and conditions of Long Term Tariff 
Contract policy. Due care must be taken that particulars of L TIC agreements in TMS are 
accurate at all times. 

1.7 Commercial Nodal officer of Zonal Railway (specify designation), on advise of receipt of freight 
advance from Accounts Nodal officer, shall get the Advance Freight Scheme operationalised in 
FOIS/TMS through direct coordination with CAO/FOIS office based on details included in the 
agreement; i.e. list of customer codes, commodities, GST!Ns and originating/destination points, 
estimated number of indents, etc. It must be ensured prior to entering into agreement that all 
customers/customer codes are under a single legal entity. The customer shall also provide a 
matrix of State-wise and Zone-wise Originating-Destination points for the purpose of GST 
accountal. The format for getting these details from customer is at Annexure-1. 

1.8 Customer may add 0-D points and commodities during tenure of agreement with a prior notice 
of thirty days to Principal Chief Commercial Manager, with undertaking that the traffic being 
added is its own traffic. Notwithstanding any provision of this policy, for commodities added 
later than date of signing of the agreement, the base freight rate and class in force on date of 
acceptance of such application shall apply. Nodal officer will ensure completion of all pre 
requisites including changes required in TMS for addition of new 0-D points or commodities, as 
per policy. 

1.9 Railway may review the permitted number of indents towards approaching the exhaustion of 
same, and may update the same (including in TMS in coordination with CAO/FOIS office and 
CRIS) by a quantity commensurate with amount of Freight balance left. While doing so, Zonal 
Railways will exclude the two days average freight in compliance with para 3.3.4 of this JPO. · 
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2. Procedure for receipt of payment and accountal thereof: 

2.1 Zonal Railway is responsible for collection, monitoring and re-conciliation of this advance 
freight payment. Thereafter, this railway will apportion this to various loading Railways. Upon 
receipt of advance, FA&CAO/TA (or any other concerned Accounts officer) of the Railway 
shall intimate the nodal officer, who then shall advise CRIS along-with relevant details so as to 
enable it to activate advance payment mechanism. 

2.2 A distribution of freight advance amount and proportionate GST is to be given for each 
agreement/instalment by concerned Accounts officer of Zonal Railway. 

2.3 Loading Railways shall account for this money and the relevant GST thereupon in the manner as 
placed at Annexure-2. This advance amount shall be used only for payment of charges accrued 
against Railway Receipts. 

3. Procedure for preparation of RR and booking of freight charges against freight advance: 

3.1 The E-payment mechanism under TPAs shall remain functional till 00:00 hrs, say on 04 April 
2020. However, paid RRs against this freight advance shall be operational from 00:00 hrs of O I 
April 2020 itself, unless advised otherwise. (Note- a gap of three days is necessary for 
realization of freight amounts against E-RRs already issued through existing E-payment 
agreements. Zonal Railways may accordingly decide dates for each agreement) 

3.1.1 This implies that the freight charges payable on all the RRs including supersessional 
RRs issued for loading completed till 01 April 2020 shall be processed in accordance 
with thee-payment TPA guidelines. 

3.1.2 lncase payment against E-RRs is pending beyond 00:00 hours of 
04 April 2020, the same may be realized through any mode, other thane-payment TPA. 

3.1.3 RRs for all subsequent loading i.e. loading done after 00:00 hours of 
0 I April 2020 shal I be debited to the freight advance account. 

3.2 The TMS of FOIS shall operate for the customer related RRs in a manner similar to what is 
currently in vogue, except that there would not be any need to access the Bank account for 
drawing the freight charges. The leviable freight charges shall be debited to the freight advance 
amount which shall be kept as a notional balance in the TMS for Customers Accounts. 

3.2.1 CRIS/FOIS shall ensure the adjustment of RRs against freight advance account. The 
operation of the TMS for this arrangement shall be kept as close as possible to the 
present GUI (Graphic User Interface) to avoid confusion by the field offices. 

3.2.2 CRIS shall generate a daily summary of RRs generated and amount deducted from 
freight advance and shall provide the same to customers and Nodal Railway (Traffic 
Accounts). 

3.2.3 Viewing facility, though, may be given to all FOIS users in all loading Railways. 

3.2.4 The modalities for FO!S for operation of freight advance module are at Annexure-3. 

3.3 This system shall continue till such time any freight advance amount is available in the system, 
with conditions as listed in paragraphs 3.3.2 and 3.3.4 below. 

3.3.1 E-payment TPAs shall be kept in abeyance till such time the RRs are debited to advance 
freight account. 

3.3.2 When the balance freight advance reaches an amount equivalent to one month's average 
freight charges, the nodal officer of the Railway shall issue a notice to all concerned 
Zonal Railways as well as to the customer to reactivate the TPAs. 

In order to ensure a smooth transition back toe-freight arrangement under the TPAs, the 
customer shall reactivate the TPAs fore-freight payment with all the relevant terms and 
conditions applicable. s- 2,:1 •c.\ • 2 ol"' 
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3.3.4 The system shall track and flag when remaining balance of Freight Advance is less than 
total of peak two day's freight equivalent. The generation of RR from Advance Freight 
shall stop at this point, and system shall revert to realization of freight payment through 
e-payment system. 

3 .3 .5 In case of termination of agreement in event of non-payment of second instalment by the 
customer, the payment of freight shall continue from the balance freight advance 
amount. The freight base rate and class of commodities as prevailing on date shall apply. 
Tri-partite agreements shall subsequently be reactivated as per para 3.3.4 above. 

4. Reconciliation and Final Adjustment: 

4.1 Nodal officers of Commercial and Accounts department of the Railways will undertake joint 
reconciliation regarding debit of freight amount and balance advance, and intimate the customer 
of the same. The joint reconciliation should be carried out on monthly basis in the second week 
of the following month. 

4.2 The unutilized advance from first instalment may be added to second instalment, if any. Railway 
shall refund to the customer unutilized advance, if any, as on 31 st March or adjust against the 
advance for the next financial year under fresh agreement. 

Note: In no case shall the benefit of fixed base rate and class of commodities extend to the financial 
year following the year for which the agreement has been made, even if some balance of the advance 
remains with the Railway upon expiry/termination of the agreement. 

5. Other Issues: 

5.1 Zonal Railways shall be able to seek any clarifications regarding the operation of the system in 
TMS directly through the liaison offices ofFOIS in the respective Zones. 



Annexure-1 

Statement of source and destination to be furnished by the customer 

State of Name of Destination Destination Name of Customer's Total amount including 
origin loading station state the GSTlN GST (in rupees) 

station customer 
Freight GST 

Railway Board 



Annexure-2 

Freight Advance Scheme - Accounting Modalities 

In respect to Freight Advance Scheme, the accounting procedure will be as under (and as revised by 
Accounts Dte of Railway Board from time to time) - 

a) The nodal Railway receiving freight advance shall issue Advance Receipt Vouchers (ARVs) 
indicating the basic amount of freight and GST separately. Classification of GST shall be made as 
determined by counter-party GSTTN, as declared by the Customer. On the basis of ARYs, 
concerned Railway will be responsible for discharging the GST output Tax liability, as computed 
by GST Suvidha Provider (GSP). 

b) Under the GST Act, when an entity receive advance, Advance Receipt Youcher(ARV) has to be 
generated in the GST Manual utility portal within the same month of receipt of such advance. The 
ARV shall be for the amount received through Cash TC plus TDS receivable. On the basis of ARY, 
the Railway who has received the money shall deposit appropriate GST with the tax authorities. 
However, ARV is not treated as invoice for purpose of availing input tax credit. 

c) The concerned Zonal Railways shall enter ARVs in the GST portal (GST manual utility) created by 
CRIS, so that the same can be accounted for in GSTR 38 and GSTR I to be submitted for the 
month. 

e) The Advance Receipt Voucher (ARV) generated by the GST portal shall be communicated to 
FOIS, which shall be used as reference number of tax invoice generated based on the collection 
from the Freight Advance account of Railway's customer. On actual generation of RRs, GST as 
levied will be computed as output tax liability of the concerned nodal Railway and adjusted against 
GST paid by the nodal Railway as per ARV. CRIS shall ensure generation of MIS for the same. 

f) Freight Advance shall be treated as goods earnings of the nodal Railway, in the month of receipt. 
However, charges accrued against actual RRs issued subsequently against the party, shall be 
adjusted against Freight Advance by FOIS till such time net credit is available and Station Balance 
Sheet debit thereof shal I be cleared through Special Credits. 

g) The amount of monthly bookings (Railway-wise) will be transferred by Traffic Accounts Office of 
the Railway which received the advance to other originating Railways every month based on MIS 
provided by FOIS/CRIS. 

h) Apportionment of this Freight advance earnings (excluding GST) shall be made based on actual 
RRs issued against the freight advance which shall be advised by CRIS/FOIS on a monthly basis. 

i) Following procedure will be adopted for accountal ofGST- 

(i) RR-cum-Tax Invoice generated by FOIS giving reference to ARV issued to the customer 
when actual transportation takes place. 

(ii) Details of RR raised with corresponding ARV issued from respective GSTIN to GSP in 
future, will be available in the FOIS portal. 

(iii)FOIS to provide to GSP every month the details of such adjustment of advances with tax 
invoice (RRs) of Railway customers in Table- I I B of GSTR-I in the month in which RR 
cum-Tax Invoice is issued. By this exercise, the output liability based on RR issued is the 
subsequent period gets adjusted against the GST paid at the time of receipt of advance. 

(iv) FOIS portal has to be developed to adjust the RR amount from the AR Vs of each GSTIN of 
Railway customer. 

Necessary software changes would be required in FOIS. Further, since GSP will have to offset the 
GST charged in the RR with that of GST collected through ARV as brought out above, necessary 
data for adjustment shall be provided by CRIS/FOIS alongwith the monthly data submitted to GSP, 
to enable GSP to report the same in Table 11 B of the GSTR I Return. 

Director ~ts) 
Railway Board 



Annexure-3 

Freight Advance Scheme - Modalities for FOIS 

A. Guidelines for operation of Freight Advance Account in TMS: 

I. This payment mode shall be named as 'A-Freight Advance' with Instrument as 'Collection against 
Advance' for differentiating this collection from E-Payment Collection. 

2. The amount collected from the advance shall be treated as digital. 
3. All Railway Receipts (RRs) prepared against this advance shall be tagged as 'Paid Advance ERR-7'. 
4. The total RR amount (including GST) shall be debited from this advance. 
5. WRF amount (paid by customer through other modes) will be adjusted in the RR amount when 

collection is made from this advance. 
6. Only the base freight rate and class as on date of commencement of agreement will remain applicable 

till functioning of this mode. Other charges (Busy Season Surcharge, Development Charge, 
concessions and discount etc., if any) will be applied as per extant guidelines. 

7. List of originating & destination stations, customer codes as consignor and consignee, GSTIN, 
commodity codes, number of indents to be registered under this policy will be provided to 
FOIS/CRJS by concerned Zonal Railway. The system will validate the 'Customer Code', 'GSTTN 
Code', Commodity and 'Originating & Destination station code'. 

8. Freight is re-calculated at destination at the time of unloading, undercharge if any, is collected in 
book delivery. Collection from advance is not advised for any other transaction except for the 
collection of RR. Thus, at the time of unloading freight may automatically be calculated at freeze rate. 

9. In the case of Supersessional RR, if the original RR's collection is being done from this advance, the 
freight amount of the SRR shall be adjusted and the balance freight amount on SRR shall be collected 
from the same Advance Account as per the extant guidelines. However, in case the freight amount of 
the SRR is less than the freight amount of the Original RR, no refund or credit shall be done in this 
Advance Account, and refund of the same shall be claimed by customer separately according to the 
current refund process. Also, in the case where the amount of the SRR cannot be collected from this 
Advance Account due to insufficient balance, the freight amount shall not be adjusted and the full 
freight shall be collected and the customer shall claim the refund for the Original RR's freight. 

I 0. All transactions on the advance shall be maintained in FOIS/TMS Application only. No financial 
transactions shall be executed in the Banking System for the same. 

11. User shall report payment mode as 'E' for e-payment at the time of RR generation as is being 
currently done in FOIS/TMS Application. 

12. Remark and Payment Mode shall be printed on the RR accordingly giving the reference to the . 
advance. 

13. Logs shall be maintained RR wise to track each debit from this advance. 
14. Queries and reports shall be made as per the requirement of Railways. 
15. FOIS shall generate daily and monthly reports for the RRs prepared from this advance alongwith the 

Opening and Closing balance etc. and shall be sent to Principal Financial Adviser (PFA) of the Nodal 
Railway and all concerned Railways also. Customer shall also be given viewing right to track 
utilization of Freight Advance Amount. 

16. Also, all the RRs generated in a particular month from this Advance Account shall be made available 
to the PFA of the concerned/nodal railway's login in Error Sheet Module. PFA after due 
verification/validation of the RR Details, shall confirm the same in the module for authorization of 
the said transactions done in FOIS. 

B. Guidelines for supply of rakes under priority accorded as per Preferential Tariff Order GO No.93- 
Amendement No. I- reg. dated 06.12.2019 : 

I. For manual demands, FOlS/TMS Application shall be modified to capture and tag the Indents of 
Freight Advance Scheme (FAS) customers. 

2. The system shall capture the Freight to be paid by (Consignor or Consignee) and the FAS Flag. The 
system shall also verify whether the Customer has been authorized for the Freight Advance Scheme 
for the said 0-D Pairs and the permitted number of indents for the said Customer. 
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3. Similarly, the existing e-Dernand module shall be modified to capture and tag the Indents of FAS 

Customers .. 
4. All the normal Demands as well as e-Demands registered in the application tagged for FAS 

Customers shall be shown to the Railway Users in FOJS/TMS Application and FOIS 
Zonal/Divisional Queries with a different color code to distinguish the same with other normal 
demands for supply of rakes. 

5. At the time of supply of rakes in WTR Module of FOIS/TMS Application, the system shall verify 
(for non-RAS Allotted Demands) whether any FAS tagged indents are pending for allotment for the 
said Terminal. In case they exist, the system shall popup a message to the Goods Clerk showing the 
details of the same. However, the Goods Clerk shall have an option to override the same. 

6. At the time of RR Generation, the FOIS/TMS Application shall not allow the freight to be paid by 
any other mode except the Advance Freight Account for the FAS tagged Indents. 

7. The indents registered earlier than commencement of agreement or registered subsequent to 
termination of this agreement will be treated as per usual rules of allotment; i.e. priority in 
allocation will not be applicable. The freight for rakes supplied against indents not covered under 
this agreement will not be accepted against the advance amount 
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